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Fertilized Eggs and the Making of Culinary Capital in the Filipino
Diaspora

Margaret Magat
"In food studies we often say that food can be a lens through which to view many
aspects of culture and society: gender, race, and class; authenticity, migration, and
exchange; taste, disgust, and delight; memory, tradition, and identity; and the list goes
on. There is no food more apt than balut to encapsulate the power of food as a window
to the human experience. We may be personally attracted or repelled by balut, but
cannot be indifferent to its visceral power. With unflagging curiosity and respect for the
food and its symbolic charge, Margaret Magat writes the book that asked to be written."
Jonathan Deutsch, Drexel University, USA

35% off with this flyer!
Hardback | 208 pp | November 2019 | 9781474280327 | $114.00 $74.10
In this book, Margaret Magat explores both the traditional and popular culture contexts of eating balut. Balut—fertilized duck or chicken
eggs that have developed into fully formed embryos with feathers and beaks—is a delicacy which elicits passionate responses. Hailed as
an aphrodisiac in Filipino culture, balut is often seen and used as an object of revulsion in Western popular culture.
Drawing on interviews, participant observation, reality television programs, travel shows, food blogs, and balut-eating contests, Magat
examines balut production and consumption, its role in drinking rituals, sex, and also the vampire-like legends behind it. Balut reveals how
traditional foods are used in the performance of identity and ethnicity, inspiring a virtual online cottage industry via social media. It also
looks at the impact globalization and migration are having on cultural practices and food consumption across the world.
The first academic book on balut, this is essential reading for anyone in food studies, folklore studies, anthropology, and Asian American
studies.
Margaret Magat is an Independent Scholar and folklorist, USA.
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